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GRAPHIC DESIGN



Plan for PROG 02 
FEED 02: Project Idea Feedback (due 17 Oct) 
DESIGN 04: Project Idea (due 22 Oct) 
Be bold and creative in your idea 
Midterm in two weeks 15 Oct 

ANNOUNCEMENTS



• In class 
• 80 minutes 
• Closed book & notes 
• In Sibley Auditorium 
• Review on Friday 12 Oct in Section 

MIDTERM ON 15 OCT



Also 

many thanks to  
Shana Hu 

Check out 

DeCal 
Working with 
Typography









GRAPHIC & PRODUCT DESIGN



Brief History of Graphic & Product Design 
Simplicity and Elegance 
Color 
Gestalt Principles 
Typography 
Composition

TOPICS



GRAPHIC DESIGN IS ABOUT COMMUNICATION



GRAPHIC DESIGN IS ALSO ABOUT INTERPRETATION

Wes Wilson, Poster, 1966Max Huber, Poster, 1948



DESIGN SYSTEMS: CORPORATE IDENTITY



DESIGN SYSTEMS: CONTENT-DRIVEN SITES



TYPOGRAPHY



TYPOGRAPHY

Typography exists to honor content. 

Read the text before designing it. 

Choose a typeface that matches the character of the text.



Brief History of Graphic & Product Design 
Simplicity and Elegance 
Color 
Gestalt Principles 
Typography 
Composition

LETTERPRESS



GUTENBERG BIBLE

1450–1455



GUTENBERG BIBLE







LETTERPRESS upper case

lower case



TYPOGRAPHY
Nicolas Jenson 

1465

Golden Type 

1890

Centaur 

1912 

Adobe Jenson 

1995 

Ruit 

1990s

Scala 

1991 



What fonts originally were like

Fonts are now digital files that contain letterforms.



TYPEFACE

Typefaces are the look of all characters in a font.



HELVETICA LIGHT 
HELVETICA REGULAR
HELVETICA BOLD

Helvetica is a typeface. 
It is a font-family which is made up of fonts. 
A font is a specific size and weight of a typeface 
(i.e. Helvetica Bold).



Brief History of Graphic & Product Design 
Simplicity and Elegance 
Color 
Gestalt Principles 
Typography 
Composition

TYPEFACE VS FONT

you design a typeface 
you make a font

A font is what you use 
a typeface is what you see

typeface is the design of the letterform 
font is the delivery mechanism 



RoboFont









TYPEFACE ANATOMY



GOTHIC • 1400



HUMANIST • 1400



OLD STYLE • 1500 – 1700



TRANSITIONAL • 1700



MODERN • 1800



SLAB • 1900



SLAB • 1900



GROTESQUE • EARLY 1900



NEO-GROTESQUE • LATE 1900



HUMANIST• 1900



GEOMETRIC• 1900







SIZE



Rough guidelines 

Display text      > 24 point 
Text                  9–14 point 
Captions          6–8 points 

SIZE



standard 

emphasis 

integrates with text when full-size caps 
would stand out awkwardly 

emphasis within a hierarchy 

combinations 

TYPE FAMILY



ITALICS



ITALICS

Proxima Nova Bold

Slanted / Fake Italic

Proxima Nova Bold Italic



TYPE WEIGHT



TYPE KIT



SPACING

Letterspace (tracking) — the consistent 
degree of increase (or sometimes decrease) of 
space between letters to affect density in a line 
or block of text.

I dream of robot delights. 

I dream of robot delights. 

I dream of robot delights.

Kerning — adjusting the spacing between characters 
in a proportional font, usually to achieve a visually 
pleasing result.

I dream of robot delights. 

I dream of robot delights.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Letter_(alphabet)
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CS160
User Interface Design CS160

User Interface Design



Warning: 
Typography Crime



Warning: 
Typography Crime



Warning: 
Typography Crime



ALIGNMENT

Centered text is symmetrical, 
like the facade of a classical building. 

Centered type often appears on invitations, title pages, certificates, and tomb stones. 
The edges of a centered column are often dramatically uneven. 

Center text should be broken to emphasize a key phrase 
such as  

midterm tomorrow 
rather that saying midterm 

tomorrow 
Breaking lines in this manner is called 

breaking for sense.



ALIGNMENT

Justified text which has even edges on both left and right sides of 
the column, has been the norm since the invention of printing 
with movable type, which enabled the creation of page after page 
of straight-edged columns. In metal type setting the printer 
justified each line by hand using small metal spacers to alter spaces 
between words and letters and thus make all the lines the same 
length. Digital typesetting performs the same labor automatically. 
Justified type makes efficient use of space. It also creates a clean, 
compact shape on the page. Ugly gaps can occur, however, the line 
length is too short in relations to the size of type used.



ALIGNMENT

In flush-left/ragged right text, the left-edge is hard and right edge 
soft.  Word spaces to not fluctuate, so there are never big holes 
inside of the lines of text.  This format, which was used primary for 
setting poetry before the twentieth century, respect the flow of 
language rather than submitting to the law of the box.  Despite its 
advantages, however, the flush left format is fraught with danger  
Above all, the designer must work hard to control the appearance 
of the rag that forms along the right edge.  A good rag looks 
pleasantly uneven, with no lines that are excessively long or short.  
A rag is considered bad when it looks too even or too uneven or 
when it begins to form regular shapes like wedged moons or diving 
boards.



ALIGNMENT

Flush right / ragged left is a variant of the 
more familiar flush left setting.  Flush right 

text is hard to read because it forces the 
reader’s eye to find a new position at the start 

of each line.  Used in smaller blocks, however, 
flush right text forms effective margin notes, 

sidebars, pull quotes, or passages that 
comment on the main body or image.  A flush 

or ragged edge can suggest attraction or 
repulsion between chunks of information.
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ALIGNMENT

A beautiful, Italian 1976 
Moto Guzzi LeMans 
motorcycle  poised and 
ready to roar into 
sonorous action 



ALIGNMENT

A beautiful, Italian 1976 
Moto Guzzi LeMans 

motorcycle  poised and 
ready to roar into 

sonorous action 



PUNCTUATION

That robot is 5' 2" tall. 

It’s a dog’s life. 

He said, “That’s what she said.”

Prime Marks

Single or Double Quote



PUNCTUATION

Warning: 
Typography Crime



PUNCTUATION

tie-in, toll-free call, two-thirds

- hyphen connects two things that are intimately related, usually words that function 
together as a single concept or work together as a joint modifier

147–48, pre–World War II, May–September not May-September
– en dash connects things that are related to each other by distance (option+hyphen)

— em dash allows additional thought to be added within a sentence by sort of breaking 
away from that sentence—as I’ve done here. (option+shift+hyphen)



PUNCTUATION

These interruptions—especially the snide remarks--are 
killing my buzz. 

He lived 1890–1941.  Kapek lived longer (1891-1956). 

It’s ok to be second-best , but never, ever second–best.

Warning: 
Typography Crime



EXPRESSING HIERARCHY

Emphasizing a word or phrase within a body of text usually 
requires only one signal.  Italic is the standard form of 
emphasis.  There are many alternatives, however, including 
boldface, SMALL CAPS, or a change in color.  You can also 
create emphasis with a different font. If you want to mix font 
families, dust the sizes so the x-heights align. xx



EXPRESSING HIERARCHY

symbols, indents 
and linebreaks 

indents and line 
breaks only 

font change, indents, 
and line breaks 

alignment, font change, 
and line breaks 



COMBINING TYPE: CONCORDANT



COMBINING TYPE: CONTRASTING



COMBINING TYPE: CONFLICTING









TYPE FAMILY

Warning: 
Typography Crime



Edward Johnston, London Underground, 1916



GRAPHIC DESIGN HISTORY



MODERN DESIGN: BAUHAUS



BAUHAUS



JAN TSCHICHOLD

Communication in the modern age should be 

OBJECTIVE 
COMPELLING 
SIMPLE 
SHORT 
FUNCTIONAL



JAN TSCHICHOLD



JAN TSCHICHOLD



JAN TSCHICHOLD



JAN TSCHICHOLD

Before:  Tschichold, Leipzig Trade Fair, 1922 After:  Tschichold, Elemental Typogrphay, 1925



GRID-BASED DESIGN



GRID-BASED DESIGN



GRID-BASED DESIGN



GRID-BASED DESIGN



GRID-BASED DESIGN



GRID-BASED DESIGN



DIETER RAMS

99percentinvisible.org



WHITESPACE













DIETER RAMS



DIETER RAMS



DIETER RAMS



DIETER RAMS



DIETER RAMS



DIETER RAMS



DIETER RAMS



DIETER RAMS



DIETER RAMS



DIETER RAMS



DIETER RAMS



PRODUCT DESIGN IS ABOUT FORM AND FUNCTION

Philippe Starck, Juicer for Alessi Oxo Angled Measuring Cup



HENRY DREYFUSS: HUMAN FACTORS



DREYFUSS: MODEL 500 PHONE



DREYFUSS: PROCESS



SIMPLICITY AND ELEGANCE



“Good artists borrow, but great artists steal!” 
                      – Pablo Picasso 

Compelling visual design takes 
practice and experience 

– a natural part of which is study  
and critique of other’s work

STEAL GOOD DESIGN IDEAS



Simple, minimalist, designs are often most effective 
SIMPLICITY



Reduction: Only include essential elements 

Regularization: Use one set of shapes, colors, forms etc. 

Leverage: Use elements in multiple roles  

ELEGANCE



Visual elements rapidly understood - invite further exploration

BENEFIT: APPROACHABILITY



Less visual clutter makes it easier to recognize what is there

BENEFIT: RECOGNIZABILITY



Eye is immediately drawn to important visual elements 
Details that remain are more prominent

BENEFIT: IMMEDIACY



Which would you rather use?  
They both do exactly the same thing, but one feels dull and the other feels electric 
and playful. 
Why?

EMOTION AND MOOD



“We gave it the color scheme of a video game, not an enterprise collaboration product.” 

“Slack acts like your wise-cracking robot sidekick, instead of the boring enterprise chat tool it 
would otherwise be.” 

EMOTION AND MOOD



One path to simplicity & elegance is through unifying themes: 
Forms, colors, components with like qualities

UNITY



A design language or design vocabulary is an overarching scheme or style that guides the design of 
a complement of products or architectural settings. Designers wishing to give their suite of products a 
unique but consistent look and feel define a design language for it, which can describe choices for 
design aspects such as materials, colour schemes, shapes, patterns, textures, or layouts. They then 
follow the scheme in the design of each object in the suite.

DESIGN LANGUAGE



DESIGN LANGUAGE



Draw viewers’ attention to essential information 
Straighten subway lines to emphasize sequence of stops

REFINEMENT

London Underground [Beck 33] Geographic version of map



MISTAKES: CLUTTER & NOISE



MISTAKES: INTERFERENCE

Shortcuts interfere with menu labels in (a) not in (b).  

Different shapes cause confusion in alignment tools



MISTAKES: TOO MUCH STRUCTURE

Bounding boxes in (a) adds unnecessary structural information  
Simpler structure in (b) using space rather than lines is better



MISTAKES: BELABORING THE OBVIOUS



MISTAKES: GRATUITOUS USE OF 3D



MISTAKES: EXCESSIVE EMBELLISHMENT

Minimalists hate it, but sometimes users like embellishment
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OUR COOL CLASS



A SUB-TITLE



This is going to be good! 
There will be fun stuff! 
Maybe some surprises, too! 

A TOPIC FOR US TO DISCUSS



CS160 USER INTERFACE DESIGN



CS160 USER INTERFACE DESIGN

ACUMIN PRO REGULAR 
ACUMIN PRO MEDIUM
ACUMIN PRO LIGHT 
ACUMIN PRO EXTRA LIGHT 
ACUMIN PRO ITALIC 
ACUMIN PRO BLACK 
ACUMIN PRO THIN



 
 

 
 

VIOLET'S.'MANGANESE'
5419'HOLLYWOOD'BLVD.'STE.'C731,'LOS'ANGELES'CA'90027''''(323)'555?1435'''VIOLET'@GMAIL.COM'

 

'

Education'
UCLA'Anderson'School'of'Management' Los'Angeles,'California''
August'2011'to'June'2013'
 Cumulative*GPA:*3.98*
 Academic*interests:*real8estate*financing,*corporations,*money*
 Henry*Murtaugh*Award*
'
Hartford'University' Cambridge,'Massachusetts'
September'2003'to'June'2007'
 B.A.*summa*cum*laude,*Economics*
 Extensive*coursework*in*Astrophysics,*Statistics*
 Van*Damme*Scholarship*

'

Business'experience'
Boxer'Bedley'&'Ball'Capital'Advisors' New'York,'New'York'
June'2008'to'August'2011'
Equity*Analyst*
 Performed*independent*research*on*numerous*American*industries,*including:*
 Steelmaking,*croquet,*semiotics,*and*butterscotch*manufacturing*
 Led*company*in*equities*analyzed*in*two*quarters*

'

Other'work'experience'
Proximate'Cause' Los'Angeles,'California'
June'2007'to'May'2008'
Assistant*to*the*Director*
 Helped*devise*fundraising*campaigns*for*this*innovative*nonprofit*
 Handled*lunch*orders*and*general*errands*
'
Hot'Topic'' Boston,'Massachusetts'
February'2004'to'March'2006'
Retail*sales*associate*
 Inventory*management*
 Training*and*recruiting*

'

Skills'and'interests'
 Fluent*in*Mandarin,*Esperanto;*conversational*knowledge*of*Gaelic*
 Writer*of*U.S.*Senate8themed*fan*fiction*
 Ocean*kayaking*and*free*diving*
 Travel,*cooking,*hiking,*playing*with*my*dog*
 Ceramics*
 Backgammon*
 Making*paper*planes*



 
 

ARGON RÉSUMÉ — PAGE 1 OF 2 

TRIXIE B.  ARGON 
5419 HOLLYWOOD BLVD STE C731, LOS ANGELES CA 90027   

(323) 555 1435   TRIXIEARGON @ GMAIL.COM 

education 

UCLA Anderson School of Management  2011–13 
• Cumulative GPA: 3.98 

• Academic interests: real-estate financing, criminal procedure, corporations 

• Henry Murtaugh Award 

Hartford University 2003–07 
• B.A. summa cum laude, Economics 

• Extensive coursework in Astrophysics, Statistics 

• Van Damme Scholarship 

business experience 

Boxer Bedley & Ball Capital Advisors 2008–11 
Equity analyst 

• Performed independent research on numerous American industries, including: 

• Steelmaking, croquet, semiotics, and butterscotch manufacturing 

• Led company in equities analyzed in two quarters 

other work experience 

Proximate Cause 2007–08 
Assistant to the director 

• Helped devise fundraising campaigns for this innovative nonprofit 

• Handled lunch orders and general errands 

Hot Topic  2004–06 
Retail-sales associate 

• Top in-store sales associate in seven out of eight quarters 

• Inventory management 

• Training and recruiting 
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A neo-grotesque sans-serif typeface made for Apple Watch 
A modern font that changes typefaces dynamically according to context 

SAN FRANCISCO TYPEFACE



Bigger lower case letters (bigger x-height) 
Upper case are shorter and numbers align with them.

SAN FRANCISCO — LEGIBILITY 



• The “e” and “c” have wider apertures (the open spaces that prevent 
them from being complete circles). Besides making the font look more 
“friendly,” these also help it more legible on-screen. 

• The terminal on the top of the “f” is slightly more open, as is the 
terminal on the tail of the “y.” 

• The tail of the “t” is more open, and bends less abruptly.

SAN FRANCISCO — MORE OPEN LETTERFORMS 



• The leg of the “R” is a more simple stroke. Straight, instead of undulating. 
• The bowl of the “a” attaches to the stem more abruptly, reminiscent of a 

more humanist sans-serif, such as Lucida Grande. 
• The apostrophe (and quotation mark) is less contrived. It’s more like a 

hand-drawn apostrophe, and reads better on tiny screens.

SAN FRANCISCO — LESS-SOPHISTICATED MODELING



Proportionally-spaced numerals look better 
You don’t have awkward spacing in pairings that include thin numbers 
But not ideal for situations like the one below, where the proportionally-
spaced numerals cause a distracting shimmy

SAN FRANCISCO — BETTER NUMBER HANDLING



Vertically-centered colon 

SAN FRANCISCO — COLON



SAN FRANCISCO — LESS NUMBER CONFUSION



COLOR



COLOR SPACES

RGB 
Additive 
Electronic Media

CMY 
Subtractive 
Printed Media

Parameters of color space driven by technology



TECHNOLOGY-CENTERED COLORS



Use a limited palette  
(e.g., 6 colors in Java look and feel) 

Don’t rely on fully saturated colors 

Ensure good color contrast for text

TIPS FOR PICKING COLORS



ADOBE COLOR



GESTALT PRINCIPLES



FIGURE/GROUND 
PROXIMITY 
SIMILARITY 
SYMMETRY 
CONNECTEDNESS 
CONTINUITY 
CLOSURE 
COMMON FATE 
TRANSPARENCY

PRINCIPLES



FIGURE/GROUND

Ambiguous

Principle of surroundedness

Principle of relative size



FIGURE/GROUND

UnambiguousAmbiguous



FIGURE/GROUND



PROXIMITY

Dots that are near one another are grouped 
Dots that are concentrated are grouped



PROXIMITY



PROXIMITY



PROXIMITY



SIMILARITY

Rows dominate due to similarity



SIMILARITY



SYMMETRY

Bilateral symmetry gives strong sense of figure



CONNECTEDNESS

Connectedness overrules proximity, size, color shape



CONTINUITY

We prefer smooth not abrupt changes

Connections are clearer with smooth contours



CLOSURE

We see a circle behind a rectangle, not a broken circle

Illusory contours



Design is about communication, form and function 
Simplicity and elegance are keys to good design 
Minimalism constrains you and reduces chances of bad design 

Use a small palette of colors 

Human vision is organized by Gestalt Principles 
Be aware of these principles as you design the visual look 

Avoid common layout mistakes by using grid-based design

SUMMARY


